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Logistics in France

The port of Marseille-Fos is the largest port in France and 
in the entire Mediterranean

8,500 km (5,280 miles) including
2,000 km (1,250 miles) of broad-gauge
waterways

Paris CDG is Europe’s
leading aiport for cargo

Second largest rail network 
in Europe with 30,000 km 

(18,650 miles)

Bridging Northern Europe and the
Mediterranean, France’s location
gives it comparative advantages to
play a major role in european
logistics

Largest road network in Europe with 1 million
km (620,000 miles) of roads

France has the largest coastline in
Europe (5,000 km / 3,100 miles) and
seven major maritime ports



4,432 organizations in France operating warehouses or
logistics platforms of over 5,000 m2, concentrated
mainly in logistics zones: areas where there is a dense
offering of warehousing services.

Logistics in France

*WLP: warehouses or logistics platforms of over 5,000 m2



Logistics in France

Advancity is an ecosystem
dedicated to sustainable
urban innovation

Nov@log focuses a major
effort to the development
and construction of logistics
innovation projects

Supply Chain Event 
(11-12 december 2018, 
Paris)

Intralogistics Europe
(20-23 march 2018, Paris)

i-Trans is a world-class
competitiveness cluster
meeting the international
challenges of innovative
transport

International Week of
Transport and Logistics
(20-23 march 2018, Paris)



Detailed knowledge on hosting offers, 
business environment when opening a new 
site in France.

Support to identify French start-ups
corresponding to precise investment
criteria.

Liaising with the French public and
regulatory authorities, and potential
business partners.

Support to financial investors with their investment
projects in France (either minority, majority, co-
investments, takeover of French companies facing
financial difficulties, etc.).

In-depth understanding of the economic
immigration regulation and speed up administrative
procedures.

A team of international specialists to guide you
through the various steps of moving and settling in
France. Visit www.welcometofrance.com

www.businessfrance.fr

http://www.welcometofrance.com/
http://www.businessfrance.fr/

